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   insides as please
  (m'olive of it)
 daughter for now
built in cloud
  (orang attest) nmendous
   nill off boileds
    day-black (mane-balled)
     piecer

 standstill on toff
    drogue boone
   a short left to tell
  its dust holed
 movie inters
   (mew’n) no inkle

fact storked
 inside the color
  melt of apart amish
dromeda pleg

    old time
   next to spatter
  the sea from some lean
    throw browner (ang plagiarist)

tipi,spad   chevron,droves
 lieder blesh
  blem fixity

                  a pudding band of highway
                   smarture

               tine     knock
                sawed medley
                 dennes jitter

                    alask can't spilts
              thame ink

                  one's luke bacteria
                 sky without touch (minded)
                   pictory
                    tarsal
                     ahead is tied to speck
                      quites in ones
                       cleans ocree

               ellener at angle
         stackeds dowler

             sound back in
       landmine tar

           additional thomist
             'rp mose
              drim saltery
               every folded jute
                pathé wooded up

            oatl curvature
               line of grist
              stand to
             glued bunt
            pudd (via did) pale value
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bored off clung emblem
 copper in black divides
sine par (they outlook)
  cloud olick
   take underlined about psychoanalysis
    quiets apart thing
     orch’ll
      ohm nuncer
    ponded qualm
   age off film pounce
  euphem posy
 flam parted nicetie langer
   bunt dirk
    tint’l named (glance
     sud) to downs
      per adjective, too cement
    doesn't earth
   belong where the inside is
  a wall Natick unsalted
 block'll
   inlet
    law'm
     far off sterling
      ear by minus gray mysterioso
       tide solder

        romed clewed
         found off staying
          through but for inches
           red odd-nouned
            inents
          each bottom to their say

    paper money skills
   (crag in tropee)

       altoon
         brick gong
          caster
           put muscles
            time as after
             make in eye
              (negged)
            mulcher

      dreyfusard
          away at bends

    (farm along by pea)
        slowed blue off
          cent quog
           a boy's given name,
            chapters to time
             roughage on television

      a huge fill with what i heard
          more in just to line
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that hill of dried color, from three
   middling washed off
  Quaderni del
    Carcere
     no melt of its last
      (glazed-of-
       the-mill)
        upon argument

 brickle
     landlord
    whole-thighed
   Bildungsroman
  pile of seeds
 sawed-in roentgen
chanson de geste

    view of river
locked up in parboil
 geoler mum
  muddle dispenser
   (sp’ork)
 reach
browned

    cloon
   tine
  caulk,
 clear of stint
chocked. decline in idaho
  what alack bride
   penmanship inside out
    brained on quits
     talkskim

 truffle b'lask

          thinking about lining sound
           an arm of air
            easel hilled algol forth
          gulf mell
         (sunken

   masking) idée crunk
       Absalom in ball jeff
      clave dist
        any motion of counted landscape
         heard at once
          enough parched show
           storatives
         a famous painter written down
        (sideburn repeats)
       skew as a porch duration
         echoed meg
          heat’s not alphabetical
           about pages
            lasted where outside is
             earred
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(tarner)
       breaks tape by a while
      kidney eries
     can't relax to tallow

   slanted ball
  "wealth for the one that wants it"
 skin placed by
   no lined eggs
    think at removed keys

scan lost in wheat letters
   its most know stayball
  can britter
 of gawk
bird floor * drister ash
  all the huge found in its earred
   white cover
    (whenever i'm serious)
  no plugged snow
 worked by an over
sound as a yellow through
  utah in thick lines
   plusses
    gills
     off "survoice"
      bookcase full of birds

       alike in a last
        end s'paint
         sky can't without
          average to it
        squig dollar
       bye together in tens, line of draw
      (movietone)
     opinioned rounder

       a later for saying on
        whitewashed milk
         eyelet sachem (off softboi

     enmastic
        a round painting, number skinned

  overheard more disappears
      height done in people
        sutts. when balled
         a town as usually
          black rice
           perspip
            goalie spa

     mapple ought
         all bents
        house

  impasto
      drops of Dutchman
     pronounced to target
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doing nothing as if
 it belonged on an easel
understood via laker
  people see by divides
   another undergo
    with lipstick on
     no equal next
   ceil’t tiner
  full of gaze glay script
 pers-onality would be merely penmanship
   brick tape
    snow forecasts arranged around
     shots charted in birdseed
      (dusked madge)
    minder dross
   paints...nogs...cleans
  thinner drog
 than by hand
nosed wampum

 where did civilization
  get into the argument
   clear sky
    lasts its long

         sentence redless
          landlord
           evens out Liffey
            rectangle track stars

        to any mention
           nothing lonelier than melted puppets
          cripp doubts

    (gror by name)
        sedated diem
          when i look there's
           no weather in
            row of brogue

        (headlight chips)
           a think ruffle
          address in pieces

    the dark ham
        of an outline
          (white band an evener)
           at owner's
            knocked to flattener
             (sea-cleaner)

         mev slug
            a city in England
           about oval space
          sidelong ins
         lack of mustache
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  London would speckle novel pages
 "this is Shriner property"
made of stops
  sentence broken over relax
   apple made of beam
    past my age
     called

     a since
    dimpled tar
   odd ever since
  theory of earache lake enlarger
    loom ocosm
     cleans in English
      simplified by happening forever
       in a bakery
     gravity pussed
    ability gesso
   mathed by
  written drinks
 black on still
b'rose
  noddeds
   “bit ruction”
    there's no dim in that
     known to its down

              a near orlon Naples
               pied in footprint
                the most doubt
                 to itself

          red'll round its reduce
              drape
             farmer
            a wade turned up
           Theocracy caves
             drui 'l
              bad handwriting
               in a lake
                how its imagine
                 can go through
               the less it seems acted
              beans will do it
             (sore piano liquid)
               iowan from fizzles
                a woman in a pale bathrobe
                 holding a beer
               a hole drawn through with cracker spread
              where you live didn't
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the dictionary,
     black hair parted down
    the middle
   book smelt
  plug beach
    what knocks after me
     filling up a sugarbowl
      even as i couldn't
    mink whirts
   expanse'll
  flecks of fault
 downtown to anything
makes of angry
  over as a strict off
   singled peen
    pl
     varnish
      added
       but listening
     stell tauket
    nose to Leveller
   buts pitted, cule texture
  sandusky beyond mural
    i'm past my age in money
     instead of their fell
      stock still

       it's her own similarity
        no elsewhere at all
         open until it's white
       money evenly spaced
      a Colorado out of
     thawed talk
    oceaner like answer
      footage amish aparts
       never mind that decide
        off in clay any worth
      "I meant to go to a friend's & cut off
     grasshopper legs"

    sidewalk lung
     overhead per vulgate
      plobe
       melse
        sudded

    (white band a size)
       earshot balk
      fronts to a mute of it
     carrot pipe
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it was only her curved say
 leaving till any more
i want
  to write noise
   a white
    out of betweens,
     think off-misted
      (pied holster)
    wouldn't say "fault".
   stills by size
  glass cattle
 (denominations between her work)
   kints grasp
    off than
     cinder ink
      dreadlocks pollen
       seems to any on
     draws as pang
    waiting for a keyboard
   "so much depends
  on starch"
    ute broils
     Keats with the wrong facts
      everything took place at all

           Alaska averaged since birth
            orange over while spoken
             jelly flection
              skelter elsed

               sound after
              brick minuses
             january made from table salt
            (crick has leukemia)
              map clag
               utter dots in a name
                dreg in hundred, sunburn school
              eorls, moots

        thirsk
            lister dilm

      (when in budge)
          clocked lake
         editor vitae
           jetty handed
            nor ounce null
             jority
              orchestra takes up all the time
            tacked cress

      rye'm... drangea
          stacks of thighs with sides
         occurs to weather
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I painted corpuscles
 angles made of dead logs
lasted along my name
  frogman
   drops
    the inventor
     of some early time
      black comeds
       per tastic

Goodman Brown
    guilty of overlong pauses
   skell     boric
  sidelong what's as
 suddener
   walled over
    thawed missed notes
     (dream aleck. stacked make up)
      megan offilm

   "not in a hole,
  in a footprint
 built out of words
(headbanded)
  bent out of gray rain
   facer
    glands
     a down
      of lead
       simpled

               choir'b
           bunted ones

       “knows no pain” held too long
        eggwhite to touch

           wolks   dring
          (procree)

              mime slows in
             pills about Cortez
            balm, corns kleiner
              throat of a settle
               odd nauseum, mulls
                noun
                 by retaints

             mawk purolator
                what's name just off quench
               career cut out from all the pauses

            lumpen
                  mersol incline
                   a beach stick
                    (dropped chapters)
                     subtraction along its picture
                   bents mulce
                  on forgot

            omner
                black on still

          bad handwriting
              placed in
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"heart failure"
  crossed through
 James who by skin
never put pen to paper

  piction clifford
   Coeur d'Alene
    top-heavy calm frits
     (tonation)

 hormel celébre
    speaking words filled with forest floor
   neog
  Baader
 within trilogy
sideview moines
  (combed mud)
   freeze bill didact
    plastered
     apart from a book,

 career after
    Blofeld
   tock
  cancer isn't jointed
 world of composed looks
kettle mastic
  pointed type charcory
   across a woman
    mown out of a wave
     aloud

       bran my describe
        flesh too kilter, caved lock
         an iced recital muss
       hoak of its

 flutter from opener condition
     malled fats
    why the weather
      wants its talk

  before each green
   "a library at a pyramid"
    "plung"

       one more upon its start
      all the book in a fraction

           saw in his eye
            a cream band
             of bent book
              huge below
            aged Orkney
           he broke his off
          as far as an ocean allowed
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 smaller down
     by smaller down
    coat moff
   thawk peg
  figurines without to
    a verb
     that was her own height
      made out of erased space
    evaporated detective
   explaining wire
  “blum deepener”
 Philip Evergood
the average of everything
  banged against cardboard years
   sime include
    minded to tars
     behind a use
   an erase about line
  quelch
 (hear of grow,
white out as english
 soda blown doorjamb
  stack'rcle
   cities consist of statements
    locked through
     bland decker

           slant tagion
            what's here to tell
             sentences as spoiled ink
              drawn talk

               enough show
              & it smells like river
             PET SCAN
            turned around chews
              something's shape,
               mare as boil
                where's no red in,
                 verbs as waves
               lining neog
              everything that asks
             reduced toward sound
            cured weather outline
           TOSCA
             counting the baptists
              wooled nose (pages)
               rounded ocean
                apart from my book
              a whole saying
             out of her Plimsoll
            bath caved in
           from drink
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   micro entence
  I was born near the thirties
 books stacked up
a
  wall of sucked sleep.
   leams
    oquant.
     ceam baller, timed bonnet, sponter
      menity
    his voice curved in front of them
   made out of bent lines
     th'ine distracts

 chapter which angled
       (sky can't about theoried balls)
        placed
         skin

   say there was any slash in hillside
  (head lem edge)
 panned wall
along witted mung
  of Bath,   spinached
   add up,   smoothed of ball's problem

              workers don't understand
               after sounding
                (legged
                 crags)
                  “julia” landed
                   as kidney daylight
                 (hardly solidity)
                tided
               glue
              geometry
             collier written to opinion
            "rexall"
           given    under
             platelet gordimer
              quil'p remove
               forehand bent mews bank
                clock odd-rounded
                 about violinists
               it comes out of a can so it doesn't think
              baseman's glove
                bad skin
                 stacked behind countries
                  over that's told
                   b/w

               Reception Theory
                  ironed bean
                 (the gray
                between her works)
               steach who
              by skin beside


